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All living beings desire happiness and strive to attain it, yet it is only the rareindividual who
succeeds in realising innate happiness becauseTo venture out of your house, you have to cross
its thresholdTo reach the opposite bank, you have to leave this bankTo attain innate happiness,
you have to relinquish the desire for mundanehappinessBy immense good fortuneOn coming in
contact with a Sadguru,One understands what innate happiness is;And by His Grace,Walking
on the path directed by Him,One attains infinite bliss.By the immeasurable benevolence of the
Sadguru,Through practical experimentsDeveloping affinity for the SelfCome, let us march
forthAnd experience the Bliss Within

"As a first language Welsh speaker, Hughes's intimacy with this original, Middle Welsh source
material has enabled him to speak with authenticity and authority about a Goddess who has
been both misunderstood and misrepresented for a millennium."–Liz Riley Jones, author of the
Hiraeth Trilogy"A thrilling and deep immersion into the mysteries of Ceridwen and the Bardic
tradition that has the power to transform the reader with its inspiration and its scholarship."–
Philip Carr-Gomm, author of Druid Mysteries"By offering so much of his personal experience,
research and knowledge, Kristoffer opens a doorway to that sacred place where the worlds of
humankind and deep mystery meet."–Lisa & Anton Stewart, authors of Simply Wicca"This book
will help you to discover a sacred relationship with the keeper of the cauldron, a story as relevant
to us today as it was in the past."–Adrienne Piggott, lead singer of Spiral Dance "An
extraordinary, breath-taking experience channelling Cerridwen's solicitous energy–a journey for
the mind and soul."–Caryl Bryn, award-winning author of Hwn ydy’r Llais, tybad?"Kristoffer
brings Cerridwen into the present where she touches not only the world around her, but also
those who reach out to her."–Jean (Drum) Pagano, Archdruid ADF"While taking care to present
the historical sources, Kristoffer Hughes has also conveyed his own deep insight into this
ancient, yet perpetually new, mythology. Read it, learn from it, and enjoy it."–Dr. Gwilym Morus-
Baird, Celtic scholar"Kristoffer has given us all the elements we need in order to enter into a
meaningful relationship with Cerridwen, inviting the Awen which that relationship brings."–Tiffany
Lazic, author of The Great Work"As a first-language Welsh speaker, a native of Anglesey and a
practicing druid with over twenty years of involvement with Taliesinic mysteries, Hughes offers a
unique perspective and a vision that is simultaneously profound and accessible."–Will Parker,
author of the Four Branches of the Mabinogi "Hughes retrieves gems of wisdom to form a well-
researched portrait of Cerridwen and one that is rich in mythology, language, and landscape.
What is offered here is a sophisticated exploration of Cerridwen that seamlessly bridges the gap
between scholarly inquiry and experiential gnosis."–Olivia Church, author of Isis: Great of
Magic"If you want to meet Cerridwen, drink from her cauldron, and be inspired by the Awen, this



is the book for you."–John Beckett, author of The Path of Paganism"Kristoffer Hughes dives
deep, both into the academic and the mystical aspects of Cerridwen."–Cerri Lee, Pagan
artist"With every page you will walk in the footsteps of the Bards who knew Her, and know Her
still. Then, seated before the great Cauldron, you will meet with Cerridwen Herself–Muse,
Goddess, Keeper of the Cauldron, Inspirer of Bards and Mother of Awen."–Damh the Bard,
Pagan musician and Pendragon of the Order of Bards, Ovates and Druids"Kristoffer Hughes
breathes new life into the ever evolving story of Cerridwen, bringing her lessons and gifts into the
21st century, and reinstating her as the preeminent deity of Wales and the Isles of the Mighty."–
Gwion Raven, author of The Magick of Food"An incredible and ground-breaking dive into the
mythology and practice surrounding the Welsh goddess Cerridwen."–Laura Tempest Zakroff,
author of Sigil Witchery"Destined to become a classic among Celtic scholars and spiritual
practitioners alike."–Jhenah Telyndru, author of The Mythic Moons of Avalon--This text refers to
the paperback edition.About the AuthorKristoffer Hughes (Wales) is Chief of the Anglesey Druid
Order, a Mount Haemus Scholar, and a member of the Order of Bards, Ovates and Druids. He is
a teacher, writer, workshop leader, and guest speaker at Pagan conferences, camps, and
festivals throughout the United Kingdom, Europe, and North America. Hughes has also
contributed to Welsh and English television and radio. He's the author of four books and the
creator of the Celtic Tarot.Hughes is also a Death Services Professional for Her Majesty's
Coroner service. He hosts frequent Amicus Mortis/Friends Death, Death Midwifery and Mortality
Salience courses in person and online. for news and events.--This text refers to the paperback
edition.
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Bliss WithinPujya Gurudevshri RakeshbhaiPublished by: Shrimad Rajchandra Ashram,
Mohangadh, Dharampur-396050, District-Valsad, Gujarat, India. © +91 2633 241600Admin.
Office: Bombay Market Apts.,Tardeo,Mumbai-400034. India © +91 22 23511352Website:Email:
divineshop@shrimadrajchandramission orgTranslated by: Sarvarpit Shreya ShethPropounding
the path of Bhagwan Mahavira, the torchbearer of Shrimad Rajchandraji’s mission, Pujya
Gurudevshri Rakeshbhai is a spiritual visionary and a modern-day mystic. He is illuminating
thousands of lives in various countries through enlightening discourses and an array of
meditation retreats. His divine benevolence has uplifted a multitude of underprivileged lives
through inner augmentation and social development.ContentsPrefaceChapter 1 - Illusion about
HappinessChapter 2 - Happiness in EquanimityChapter 3 - Happiness through Inner
ExplorationChapter 4 - Eradication of DesiresShrimad Rajchandra Mission Dharampur - An
IntroductionPreface‘The expressed or unexpressed desire of every living being in the world is to
be free from misery and experience complete happiness. In spite of directing all efforts towards
this, why is there no end to suffering?’ (Ank-755)Every human being strives for happiness, giving
it all his time and energy. In spite of this, his distress does not end because he does not
understand the true meaning of happiness, suffering, its cause and the way to be free from it. He
also nurtures the illusion that happiness can be derived from various material objects and
emotions that come his way. His yearning for happiness is real, but the place where he is looking
for it, is incorrect. The seeker who has understood this fact, finds an Enlightened Master who
has experienced true happiness and embarks on the path elucidated by Him. This is because he
has understood that following the Master’s precepts is the easiest way to overcome all
suffering.Pujya Gurudevshri Rakeshbhai, founder of Shrimad Rajchandra Mission Dharampur, is
a Spiritual Master and Compassionate Seer of the present times. Imparting invaluable wisdom
through life-transforming discourses, meditation camps, self-development workshops and
spiritual retreats, He is transforming a multitude of lives. Abiding in the everlasting bliss of the
soul, He has brought about an inner purification in many, making their lives an ongoing
celebration.In the haven of His compassionate presence, seekers entangled in worldly activities
experience a soothing calmness. His discourses are an embodiment of spirituality and pristine
love. It is the noble intent of sharing this love with all that has provided the inspiration for this
book.The book, ‘Bliss Within’, opens the highway of infinite, boundless, self-sustaining
happiness and inspires and encourages us to travel along it. Unfolding the secrets of true
happiness attained by Pujyashri Gurudev, this book is a veritable wish fulfilling gem, a
compilation of four discourses. These discourses are Pujyashri Gurudev’s expositions on the
pearls of wisdom by Shrimad Rajchandraji, compiled in a sacred text devotedly known as
Vachanamrutji. All the patranks (letters) referred to in the book are in this context.The first
chapter, ‘The Illusion about Happiness’, shatters the myth that objects can make us happy.
When we realise that our definition, methodology and direction of attaining happiness is wrong;
it arouses great agony. An insatiable longing to discover the Truth arises and self-exploration
begins.The second chapter of the book is ‘Happiness in Equanimity’. Through discourses of the



Sadguru, we learn that the quest for happiness has to be undertaken within, it cannot be found
outside. We ourselves, are the abode of happiness. Abandoning the importance accorded to the
outer world, when we delve within, we unlock our eternal treasure.The third chapter, ‘Happiness
through Inner Exploration’, introduces us to the steps for going within. ‘I have wasted a lot of time
in worldly entanglements.’ Tired of this impure state, the seeker puts in his effort at connecting
with the blissful Self. With the grace of the Sadguru, he eradicates his internal poverty and
attains boundless happiness.The fourth chapter, ‘Eradication of Desires’, elucidates the fact that
being unaware of our own divinity, we are perpetually in the grip of desires. It is we who ascribe
value to wealth and then uses all our energy to attain it. By Sadguru’s grace, one understands
the futility of indulgence in deceitful passions and thus, the constant and meaningless rat-race in
the world come to an end.We express our heartfelt gratitude to all those who have contributed
towards the making of this book which embodies the instructions of the Sadguru on abiding in
the infinite bliss of the Self.With the help of this compilation, may the mind that was wandering
outside for happiness since time immemorial, find its ultimate resting place, initiate the effort in
that direction at jet speed and attain everlasting peace within.‘May the world be uplifted by the
blessings of the Enlightened Ones.’V.S. 2069 17-3-2013HumblyThe Trustees, Shrimad
Rajchandra Mission DharampurChapter 1 - Illusion about HappinessPatrank - 331Mumbai,
Maah, 1948Salutations with dispassion and utmost humility.So long as one has affinity for
worldly events and dispositions resulting from delusion, it is neither possible for one to
experience the Self, nor is it possible to gauge the importance of satsang. Until this worldly
affinity is transformed into affinity for that which is not of the world (the soul), it is certainly
appropriate to make incessant efforts repeatedly. Knowing this to be indisputable in the past,
present and future, it has been written selflessly.(Shrimad Rajchandra Vachanamrut, Page
318)Illusion about HappinessYou are blessed to be in the acquaintance of an Enlightened
Being, but you are unable to truly recognise Him. You are eager to worship Him and learn how to
perform rituals, but you make no efforts to understand the purpose behind worshipping Him.
Thus, you have completely failed to truly know the One you are venerating.People all over the
world respect and worship Him, and you too have joined in, but you do not try to understand why
you do so. This is cunning behaviour, a way of cheating yourself. You want to avoid this
understanding, because if you did, you would have to brace yourself for self-transformation. Truly
recognising an Enlightened One necessitates a fundamental change, a transformation. To
escape this, you worship the Enlightened One with great pomp, thereby strengthening the
illusion about your devotion. You feel satisfied that you are practising religion and you continue to
live as you like – even in a manner that may be in complete opposition to that of the Enlightened
Ones!It is astounding that you revere, remember and worship the Enlightened One and live
completely contrary to His teachings without even being bothered by this behaviour!
DiscernmentTrue reverence for the Enlightened One lies in knowing and understanding what
transpired within, that allowed Him to attain His state of wisdom and bliss. Which experience
endowed Him with true happiness and liberation from infinite sorrows?When you examine the



lives of Bhagwan Mahavira and other Tirthankars, it is apparent that no difficulties or discomforts
marred their lives. They possessed immense wealth and all the comforts of the world. What
made them discard all of this and set out in search of the Soul, of Truth, of Bliss? They neither
suffered nor faced any anxieties – so why did they embark on the search?In spite of being
surrounded by comforts, the fact that the Tirthankars renounced palaces and families indicates
that they faced some inner agony for which they were eager to find a cure. If they had no sorrow,
why did they set out in search of happiness? The fact that they did so undoubtedly testifies that
there was some inner pain that they wished to liberate themselves from. Those who experience
pain invariably set out in search of Truth. They were not content with the way they lived; even
amidst luxuries, an urge for the Truth emerged. A search commenced and their lives took a new
turn. Even in the most congenial surroundings, they found their way of life to be meaningless and
purposeless, an unhappiness surfaced. This unhappiness did not emerge as a result of any
desire for worldly things; it was an agony of the soul; an inner unhappiness. It was not a demand
for comforts, but a thirst for the Truth. This inner agony could not be eliminated with any amount
of wealth or comforts. Until you break free from the vicious circle of desires and momentary
satisfaction, it is impossible to end this agony.Paucity does not cause sorrowThrough
contemplation, one who is thoughtful – who is an aspirant – will realise that regardless of the
comforts and possessions he acquires, his sorrows will not end. By acquiring material
possessions, he can end his difficulties but not his sorrows. Difficulties are related to external
circumstances, but sorrow is internal. Acquiring material possessions will not end sorrow
because the root cause of sorrow is not the paucity of material possessions. All our efforts are
directed towards increasing our possessions and decreasing or destroying sorrows, but sorrow
is not caused by the absence of possessions.One night, a king was disturbed by the footsteps of
someone on his terrace. He got up to investigate the noise, and saw a man searching for
something. When the king enquired what he was looking for, the man said, “My camel has
strayed away. I am searching for it.” The enraged king bellowed, “You fool! Do you think you are
going to find your camel on my terrace? Who looks for a lost camel on the terrace of a
palace?”The man replied, “If I am a fool, what about you? Are you going to find happiness in
your riches, your throne, your fame or your kingdom? If happiness can be sought in the palace,
why can one not search for a camel on the terrace?” The man’s words pierced the king’s heart.
His false notions were dispelled and he set out in search of happiness.A contemplative person
will doubtlessly understand that scarcity of material possessions is not the cause of sorrow. One
neither requires extraordinary intellect, nor powerful logic to understand this, nor is it necessary
to study the scriptures or practise austerities. This can be understood by peacefully observing
your own inclinations and actions. It is a common experience that sorrow caused by lack of
material things persists even after acquiring them. Often, acquisition leads to even more misery.
Therefore, it is evident that the root cause of sorrow is something else. If we increase our
awareness, we will realise that though we desire to eradicate sorrow, we channel all our efforts
towards eliminating difficulties. As a result, sorrow persists. The disease of craving remains. By



maintaining even a little awareness, this fact will be brought to light.The Enlightened and the
ignorantThe Tirthankars, the Enlightened Ones and the ignorant ones are all the same when it
comes to one thing: the desire for happiness. Everybody wants to be happy and free from sorrow
– the only difference is the direction in which we seek, or want to seek, happiness. Up to a point,
the Enlightened and the ignorant are the same – they both want happiness. But after that point,
they part ways based on the direction in which they believe that happiness should be sought or
is being sought. The Enlightened Ones followed one path and attained true happiness, thereby
becoming worthy of being worshipped and revered. Let us understand the direction they took,
the path that led them to eternal happiness.If we venerate and revere the Tirthankars and the
Enlightened Ones, it means that we believe they are right; and if they are right and their
attainment is real, then their path must also be correct. In that case, our path is wrong. It is
essential for us to accept this. It is essential to first determine whether those who we worship
and venerate are right or wrong.Who exactly is ‘we’? We is the majority, the multitude; ‘we’
means the stream of people. This majority of people are undoubtedly wrong – and we must
gather the courage to accept this. Bhagwan Mahavira has attained happiness and we have not –
so let us resolve that Bhagwan Mahavira’s path, His direction is right, and ours is wrong. We
revere those who act contrary to the crowd, but we desire to act in accordance with the crowd.
We worship those who renounced the majority and progressed and yet we want to follow the
majority and act in keeping with people’s opinions. What a paradox.Happiness and sorrowThe
Tirthankars desired happiness; we also desire the same. What inspired them to leave the path
where we seek happiness? Firstly, the fact that searching for objects and comforts will not
eradicate sorrow and secondly, the fact that what is considered happiness by the world is
nothing but flip side of the coin of unhappiness. We have never contemplated upon the nature of
happiness or sorrow. Is there a difference between the two? There is a fundamental oneness
between what we call happiness and unhappiness – a single thread runs through both, on one
end is happiness, on the other is sorrow. Both are internally connected. If two ends of a chain are
immersed in water and both the ends are taken out at different places, they appear to be
different even though they are connected underneath. It is the same with happiness and sorrow.
Though outwardly, they do not seem to be connected, in reality, they are. We have no inkling of
it, but by pondering over our sensory experiences, we can realise this fact. Let us consider a few
points to clearly understand this truth.First of all, happiness can morph into unhappiness and
unhappiness can turn into happiness. One object can change into another provided the basic
property of both is the same; otherwise this is not possible. For example, water can turn into
vapour and vapour can turn into water. Ice changes into water and water into ice. Why? Because
vapour, water and ice are different states of the same substance. Hence such changes are
possible. But two fundamentally antagonistic materials cannot interchange; their different states
can never substitute each other. If what has changed can revert to its original form, then both are
simply different modifications of the same substance. Our happiness can turn into sorrow, and
vice versa, proving that both are fundamentally the same, there is no elementary difference



between the two.Happiness, when it becomes familiar, slowly turns into unhappiness. Have you
ever been aware of the fact that the amount of happiness we experience at the moment of its
attainment does not remain the same subsequently? In a few moments, that feeling of
happiness starts to ebb, and in a short time, turns into unhappiness. For instance, you are
famished and you relish the food you are given. You think it brought you happiness. The
Enlightened Ones explain that if the cause of your happiness is food, then you should feel
increasingly happier with greater quantities of food. However, your experience is quite the
contrary. If you eat more, you do not experience more happiness, and if you continue to eat, in a
few moments that same food seems distasteful, even repulsive. In fact, an excessively large
intake of food can even lead to death. What initially caused happiness eventually became
disagreeable, and then caused unhappiness and even death! This was the progression of one
single thing – not two different ones. This observation reflects our own illusion – there was
nothing like happiness at the root of the experience. If there was happiness, this would not have
happened – happiness should have been augmented with an increase in its root cause.Change
with familiarityHappiness and sorrow, as we believe them to be, are not two different
phenomena. They are higher or lower states, different sequential states, of the same substance.
Therefore, sometimes if you are forced to stay for a long time with that which you consider
sorrowful, your sadness abates. Gradually, as you become familiar with it, and as time passes
by, you get used to it. And after a while, the same thing even seems enjoyable!A gardener
tended a lovely garden in a village. She lived in a small hut. Every day, she sold flowers in the
village market. Once, in the market, she met her childhood friend. Since they had met after a
long time, the gardener persuaded her friend to spend the night at her place. It turned out that
her friend was a fisherwoman who was on her way home after selling her fish in the market. She
was now going to spend the night at the gardener’s home. Both chatted until the wee hours of
the morning. The gardener arranged beautiful fragrant flowers around her friend’s mattress to
make her stay pleasurable, but she noticed that the fisherwoman was tossing and turning in bed.
After a while, she asked, “Is there a problem? Why are you unable to sleep?” The fisherwoman
answered, “I can’t tolerate this smell. Please bring my fish basket.” The gardener brought the
empty fish basket, which she had kept outside the house. The fisherwoman sprinkled water on it
and covered her head with it. Soon she was fast asleep.Due to her constant association with the
smell of fish, the fisherwoman was accustomed to it, whereas the fragrance of flowers was
unfamiliar, and hence unpleasant to her. Many of our own sufferings become less painful, or
even pleasant, once they become familiar to us.When a person starts smoking, he finds no joy in
it. The first experience is always unpleasant. However, he thinks, ‘People think smoking is
pleasant, so it must be! I must be mistaken!’ Therefore, he continues to smoke, and with
repeated practise, the unhappiness he felt at first turns into less unhappiness, then a little
happiness, then more happiness and finally immense happiness – until he is addicted. What
happened to the initial unhappiness he experienced? In the same vein, we have turned several
of our sorrows into happiness and our happiness into sorrows.Viewpoint matters – not situationA



man possessed Rupees 1.5 lakhs and he was happy and content. Soon, his capital multiplied
and totalled Rs. ten lakhs. Later, his wealth dwindled to 1.5 lakhs. A while ago, he was perfectly
happy with that amount, but now he is unhappy. At one time, the same amount of 1.5 lakhs was
not considered small, but once he gained ten lakhs, 1.5 lakhs was as good as nothing for him.
Therefore, the capital of 1.5 lakhs made him unhappy. A question may arise: does 1.5 lakhs
cause happiness or sorrow? Your experience is a reflection of your perception.The message
conveyed through this example is that the very same objects, individuals or circumstances we
derive happiness from, can also give us unhappiness. Today, you are madly in love with
somebody and tomorrow, you are desperately trying to avoid that very person. Today, you
cannot survive without a particular thing and tomorrow, you feel comfortable only once you
discard it.When a person first walks into a new house, he feels it gives him great happiness. But,
does he not remember that when he had gone to his old house for the first time, he had also
experienced happiness then? Why? Because the house was new at that time. And tomorrow,
when this new house becomes old, it will cease to provide happiness, and again he will search
for another house.Since we have not cultivated awareness towards our own experiences, we are
unable to perceive that we derive happiness from the same things that give us unhappiness.
There is no fundamental distinction between happiness and sorrow – they are but two faces of
the same coin.Our happiness and unhappiness lie in our way of seeing, our viewpoint. They do
not depend on any person, object or situation. Hence, it is completely in our hands whether to
get joy or sorrow from an object. The mind is strange. No fault lies with any external event or
situation. The person, who has not become aware of his state of mind, will keep running around
to escape sorrow and find happiness. There is no greater foolishness than this. The awakened
change their directionAll that we believe to be pleasurable becomes meaningless the moment it
is actually acquired. Until an object is attained, there is pleasure in desiring and yearning for it.
However, as soon as we possess it, we feel we only have ashes, not happiness. What seems
like a beautiful flower from afar loses its value and appears like ashes when it is acquired.
Deluded by this mirage, we still see flowers in the distance and the race starts again. The one
who awakens from this delusion changes his path and alters the direction of his search. But
generally, we prefer to follow the crowd.The one whose illusion has been shattered changes the
direction of his search for happiness. He alters his path. The Enlightened Ones have
comprehended this truth – just as there is a kind of agitation, uneasiness and suffering in sorrow,
there is also a kind of restlessness even in happiness. The only distinction is that the agitation
which we consider pleasant is happiness for us, and that which we consider unpleasant is
unhappiness for us. The difference lies in our definitions; else both are the same. Both lack
peace. Both are forms of restlessness. What we label as happiness and unhappiness are two
names of the same thing. The one who understands this embarks on a new search – the quest
for peace, joy and truth. It is not to choose between happiness and sorrow, but to move away
and be liberated from both.Quest for TruthBhagwan Rushabhdev, as well as other Tirthankars
and Enlightened Ones shattered their illusions about happiness and began their search for the



Truth. Those who run after comforts and things, whose direction of searching has not yet
changed, whose pursuit of happiness still continues – let them remember that they have not yet
established any contact with Truth. It does not mean that only the one who is working at the
office is in search of happiness and the one at the ashram is in search of Truth. It is possible that
the businessman is a seeker of Truth and the ashram-dweller, performing austerities is a seeker
of happiness.If you lack awareness, ashrams and temples can be converted into workplaces
and with awareness, a workplace can become a place for spiritual pursuits. Desire for happiness
is a diseased state of mind; such a disease can exist anywhere. Desire to attain anything from
the external world is a state of ignorance and it can be in anyone – a monk or a householder.This
is the reason why the Enlightened Ones emphasise the malady of the mind. Their focus is not
where a person is or what he does, rather what he desires – happiness or truth? Does he still
crave for happiness from material objects? If he does, then whether he makes money or
performs austerities, his search for truth has not commenced. Such individuals turn religion into
a search for happiness or heavenly pleasures instead of a search for truth. When the desire for
happiness does not stop at accumulating the so-called ‘wealth’, it invades so-called ‘dharma’
and as a result, dharma is also distorted.Tranquil stateThe Wise Ones realised, ‘I desire peace
but I am chasing happiness and restlessness.’ Therefore, their chase for restlessness ended
and their search for peace began. As a result, they found peace and became enlightened. They
perceived that the desire for happiness is futile because happiness is nothing but veiled sorrow.
Happiness is also a state of restlessness. It is not a steady state but one of disquietude – when
we are happy, our mind creates ripples. There are feelings of instability and insecurity even in
happiness. Such ripples do not exist in our natural state. The natural state of consciousness is
where there are no undulations, no vibrations; it is unwavering and focused – just like the flame
of a lamp that remains absolutely still, when kept inside a locked-up house with no wind to cause
it to flicker. Such a state of the mind is called peace.Neither happiness nor sorrow can claim
such a still state. Both sorrow and happiness create ripples; they are of the same kind. The same
air that creates ripples is sometimes interpreted as pleasant and sometimes as unpleasant by
us. However, in both cases, whether it is depicted as happiness or unhappiness, ripples are
created. The ripples of the mind are spiritual suffering, spiritual sorrow. For a true seeker, sorrow
is these fluctuations of the mind; and when the mind stops wavering, he attains inner joy.It is
important to clearly understand this difference. Ripples that are interpreted as pleasant are
labelled as happiness and the ones depicted as unpleasant, marked as unhappiness. In reality,
both belong to the same category. If you focus on the ripples, you will realise that during both,
happiness and sorrow, ripples are invariably present. These ripples constitute inner sorrow,
suffering and agony. When the mind has no ripples, inner bliss manifests.
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CM, “Great read. This book is a fantastic read for those interested in learning more about
Jainism and Shrimad Rajchandra. It isn't dense, easy to follow.”

The book by Kristoffer Hughes has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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